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0 of 0 review helpful 3rd time is not the charm By Hunt3r Having read his previous two Kolt Raynor books I have to 
say that I consider this latest adventure to be the weakest of the three The biggest complaints I have with the story is 
the ending I m not going to spoil anything but I feel like Mr Fury didn t know how to advance Kolt and Hawk further 
in the Unit so the ending seems sort of a cop out to me What hurts this When SEAL Team Six killed Osama bin Laden 
they pulled a treasure trove of intelligence on planned attacks on U S soil Now in Dalton Fury s new Delta Force novel 
Full Assault Mode al Qaeda s new leader is activating his most trusted and most deadly terrorists to detonate a bomb 
inside one of the sixty four commercial nuclear power plants in the U S Such an attack would be ten times worse than 
9 11 with the potential to kill hundreds of thousands of From Booklist Delta Force member Kolt Raynor can always be 
relied on to save the day while ticking off his superiors He pulls off a miracle in Pakistan but his boss wants to fire him 
for disobeying an abort orde 
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an odst in combat on november 1 2525 the unsc moved into a full alert status after the devastating and horrifying first 
contact with the covenant at harvest; this  the gi joe a real american hero toyline was introduced by hasbro in 1982 
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